Central Water Commission
Lower Krishna Division, KGBO
21.08.2020

SPECIAL ADVISORY

Due to Very Heavy rainfall (by IMD) from past 8-9 days in Krishna, Bhima and Tungabhadra Basin, heavy inflows are observed and all the Dams are almost filled and expected to release higher outflows. Hence, Dam Authorities may monitor the situation and accordingly operate the releases. The water release from the Dams may be informed well in advance to all the concerned downstream district authorities in Maharashtra, Karnataka, Telangana and Andhra Pradesh, and also may be informed to this office without delay.

* Pulichinta Project and Prakasam Barrage

Today evening, N.S Dam has released around 80,000 cusec. It is expected to further rapidly increase it’s outflow for 3-5 days. The combined flows from N S Dam, Musi and Halia, will be realized at Pulichinta Project and the inflows are likely to rise rapidly for 3 to 5 days. Further, releases from Pulichinta Project and, flows from Wyra river along with Munneru river will be realized at Prakasam Barrage. Inflow forecasts are already issued. Hence necessary pre-depletion can be done in advance in order to avoid flooding in the downstream.
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